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the glass to dry before attempting to fix the scratch. 2 Dampen a microfiber cloth. Keep a clean, lint-free cloth under a tap of lukewarm water. Squeeze the cloth until no more excess moisture drips from it. All debris on the canvas, including dirt or lint, will rub off on the glass and cause an uneven abrasion or more scratches 3 Squeeze a dot of toothpaste onto
the canvas. Squeeze the tube until a pink-sized dollop of toothpaste comes out. It is better to be careful with the amount of toothpaste you use. You can always apply more later when you treat scratch. [1] White, non-gel kinds of toothpaste, particularly those with baking soda as an ingredient, are the best to use for scraper removal. 4 Apply the toothpaste to
the glass. Place the cloth and toothpaste drip on the scratched area. Move the cloth in small, circular motions for 30 seconds. [2] 5 Apply the toothpaste again. Check the area to see what it looks like. You may need several applications of toothpaste to minimize scratching. Repeat the steps, apply a drop of toothpaste on the towel and wipe it on scratch in a
circular motion for 30 seconds. 6 Clear the glass. Get a fresh, clean and soak it under the tap. Squeeze out excess moisture again, then take the damp cloth and pass it once over the glass. This makes the glass shine. Avoid pressing hard or moving in circles so that you do not press the toothpaste further down the glass. 1 Clean the glass. Use a clean
microfiber cloth so that you do not introduce debris in scratch. Dampen the cloth with lukewarm water and wash the glass as you normally would. 2 Mix equal parts baking powder and water. You just need a spoon or less of each ingredient. It is best to place them in a bowl so that you can mix them with a spoon to remove large lumps of baking soda. When
you're mixed, you have a pudding-like paste. [3] 3 Pick up the pasta with a microfiber cloth. Again, use a fresh cloth. It helps to wrap the cloth around the finger and push the cloth into the paste. This way you will pick up a small amount of the pasta. 4 Rub the pasta in a circular motion. Place the paste on the glass and polish out the scratch by moving the
cloth in a circular motion. Do this for 30 seconds maximum, watch for any signs of scratch disappearing. [4] 5 Rinse the area. Rinse the glass or apply a fresh cloth. Dampen the cloth in lukewarm water and pass it over the scratched area, making sure that all baking paste is removed. 1 Clean the glass. Get a clean microfiber cloth moist by placing it under
lukewarm water. Squeeze out excess moisture so that water does not drip from the cloth. Use the cloth to wipe away all the debris, then let the glass dry. [5] Metal varnish is good for gently grinding large, sensitive surfaces such as windscreens. 2 Wrap a microfiber cloth around your finger. Choose a cloth that will not leave threads on the glass. A cotton ball
works well as an alternative. 3 Apply plaster to the cloth. Dip the cloth in or squeeze out the varnish so that the cloth over your finger receives a small amount of the varnish. Limit the amount of polish you use, because overworking the glass with polish can lead to further scratches. [6] The kind of polish that works the fastest has cerium oxide in the
ingredients. Jeweler's rouge is a more expensive Polish option. 4 Rub the varnish into the scratch. Place the cloth and trim on scratch.. Move the cloth with circular motions for about 30 seconds. Scratch ing should decrease or disappear completely. Do not add more Polish, as this is likely to damage the glass. 5 Wash off the varnish. Use a clean cloth and
dampen it in lukewarm water. Wipe it over the polished area to remove the metal coat. 1 Clean the glass. Clean the glass as you normally would, for example, of glass cleaners or a vibration-dampening microfiber cloth. Make sure that all debris is removed from the glass surface and then let the glass dry. [7] 2 Dip the applicator brush in the lacquer. Use only
one bottle of clear nail polish for scratch treatment. Dip the applicator that comes with the bottle in the nail You have a small coating of Polish to apply to scratch. 3 Spread the plaster over the scratch. Rub the applicator over scratch. Minimize contact with the surrounding glass as much as possible. When the varnish detaches from the brush, it will go down in
scratch and remove visible defects. [8] 4 Allow the plaster to dry for one hour. Let the polish in peace so that it has a chance to seep down into the scratch. Come back in an hour prepared to remove the Polish. 5 Apply nail polish removal device to a microfiber cloth. Tip a bottle of nail polish remover gently against a clean cloth until you have a small stain of
polish on the cloth. You just need enough to counteract the varnish. [9] 6 Wipe the scratch with the cloth. Use the cloth, spread the Polish remover over the scratch. Once you are sure that all nail polish is removed, you can admire your fresh glass. Add New Question Question How can I remove scratches from the camera lens on my phone? As a
photographer for over 40 years, I would suggest not trying to remove scratches from a camera lens. You can damage it more and remove coatings that are applied to the factory. Question I have a scratch on the inside of my windshield from wearing a watch. How can I remove it? Mix the baking soda and water in a paste rub, then wash it over scratch with it
in a circular position with a light cloth. You may have to do it a few times depending on how deep the rope is. Q How do I remove a scratch from my tablet and phone screens? Rub using a very clean cloth cushioned with 3M Rubbing Compound, which is about $8 at automatic delivery stores. Question How do I remove scratches from the inside of a large
aquarium? Fill the scratches with a white wax candle, then polish them with a microfiber cloth. It fills scratch and is waterproof. Question How can I remove scratches from the glass lens on the eyepiece of my camera? You should not try to remove scratches from a camera lens. You can damage it more and remove coatings that are applied to the factory. If
scratches are too bad you may need new lenses. Question How could I remove scratches from a clock's glass? If the watch has a plastic crystal, you can use a polishing compound to get rid of scratching. Use Happich Simichrome polish as jewelers recommend. Ask How do I repair a scratch on a camera lens? No, you're not. Even the mildest polishing will
slightly change the shape of the lens and cause it to distort the image produced. In addition, most camera lenses have optical coatings, which would be destroyed by any attempt at polishing. Question How can you remove a small abrasion on a glazed ceramic bowl? Reglaze it with clear reathing, which will fill in the scratch. Question How do I remove
scratches from a glass top table? Get some toothpaste and a cotton cloth. Add a small amount of paste to the cloth and wipe in circular motions over scratch. Add toothpaste as needed, then gently wipe clean with a wet cloth. Question Is it safe to use toothpaste on an iPhone screen? I tried it, and it didn't work out so well. Try using the other tips for your
iPhone. See more answers Ask a question Thank you! Thanks! Thanks! Thanks! Thanks! White, non-gel toothpaste Baking soda or metal polish Several clean, soft tablecloths Water Nail polish method: Clear nail polish Applicator Nail Polish remover This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and
comprehensive. wikiHows Content Management Team closely monitors the work of our editorial team to ensure that each article is backed by trusted research and meets our high quality standards. This article has been viewed 1,442,835 times. Co-authors: 13 Updated: November 4, 2020 Views: 1,442,835 Categories: Glassware Repair Print Send fan
letters to authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 1,442,835 times. While staining my back porch, some stain on the window got. I tried using toothpaste, but this only worked halfway, so I used hydrogen peroxide, and this worked. I really appreciate the help. Thank you very much!! ... more My younger sister's stuffed animal's eye
had a scratch on it, so we tried toothpaste and it was excellent. She was excited to see that her stuffed friend was good as new! ... more I did this job with 1500 gravel sand paper and water, rubbing in circles until scratch is not visible, later rubbing the parts with commercial car wax. ... more I used a very small amount of Brasso, used circular motion, cleaned
with warm water, then polished with a nice cloth. Presto, it worked. ... more have not tried any of the methods, but now I have realistic expectations and know what not to do. Thanks! Got about a dozen nice scratches out of my heavy glass coffee table using the metal polish method. You were very helpful. Thanks for all the suggestions on how to remove
scratches from glass. The article is full of useful solutions to clean my screen and wipe them out. Understanding that professional help may be required. I love home remedy solutions and my wiki-info! I got you a scratch in the windshield! Thanks! This site is more than helpful. Good info. Share your story
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